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"Nexus is the most brilliant hard SF thriller I've read in years. It's smart, it's gripping, and it describes

a chilling reality that is all-too-plausible. Ramez Naam is a name to watch for." (Brenda Cooper,

author of The Silver Ship and the Sea and The Creative Fire Mankind Gets an Upgrade) In the near

future, the nano-drug Nexus can link mind to mind. There are some who want to improve it. There

are some who want to eradicate it. And there are others who just want to exploit it. When a young

scientist is caught improving Nexus, he's thrust over his head into a world of danger and

international espionage, with far more at stake than anyone realizes.
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What does it mean to be posthuman? It means with the right software, you can fight like Bruce Lee

and perform like Peter North. It means your mind can network with those of other posthumans. It

means your intelligence is vastly superior to that of mere humans. But can humans and posthumans

coexist? Does the rise of the posthuman necessitate the death of the human? The questions posed

in Nexus aren't new, but they have rarely been explored in such an entertaining fashion.Although it

is swallowed like a drug, Nexus is a nano-structure that creates an interface between the brain and

computer software. It acts as a networking platform and an operating system. It creates the potential

for one Nexus user to control another. Nexus is both a regulated drug and a prohibited technology.

In short, it is illegal. Should it be?Kaden Lane is one of a select group of people who, in addition to

researching Nexus, is permanently infected with it. He thinks Nexus should be available to



everyone, although he's worried that some users (and some governments) will abuse it. Samantha

Cataranes works for a division of Homeland Security that responds to emerging risks. She views

Nexus as a risk. She could lock up Kaden but she'd prefer to enlist his help for a more critical

mission: determining whether the Chinese are using Nexus to create remote controlled assassins. If

Kaden doesn't want to spend the rest of his life in prison, his task is to cozy up to Su-Yong Shu,

suspected of being the primary architect of China's neurotech program. She is also suspected of

being posthuman.Kaden is a well-rounded, believable character. He isn't the only one. Samantha is

Kaden's backup on the mission, a role that troubles her because she will need to use Nexus.

In the future, Nexus is the new popular nano-drug that allows humans to temporarily connect minds

& share thoughts with other current Nexus users. Kade Lane, young scientists, in his experiments

radically improves Nexus. Not only he managed to make the Nexus influence/presence in human

brain permanent, he also installed OS to Nexus nano-bots. So Nexus users can install

addons/applications to help them in using their body (just like we now do on our phones). Don Juan

app, Bruce Lee app,... (I think you can guess what they can do.) Uses and abuses of Nexus are

infinite.Such ground-breaking discovery, of course, stir-ups a lot of trouble. Politicians say that

Nexus is a threat to humanity, army describes it as security risk, criminals see it as source of easy

earnings... Which side will Kade pick when neither choice is a good one?Some people described

Nexus as sci-fi spy thriller. I can not disagree with them, the label fits, there sure is a lot of action,

chasing, fighting etc. But that is not my favorite aspect of this book. The best thing about Nexus is

that Ramez Naam poses a lot of intriguing questions. This is a great novel to be read in a book club

because there will certainly be a lot of good subjects for discussion:Is government wiser than

humanity? Whose place is to choose what we can and what we cannot use? If some invention that

is made for good can also be used for bad purposes, is that reason enough to censor & block it - or

should we always take the chance? What is the thing that makes us human - when will we stop

being human and become something else?Nexus by Ramez Naam reminds me of my favorite

science fiction authors: Cory Doctorow with dystopia/government conspiracy theme, Michael

Crichton with unexpected twists and action/adventure, Arthur C.
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